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Draft Agenda of
Workshop (2013-03-06) and
First Face-to-face Meeting of
ISO/IEC JTC1 SWG on IoT
Berlin, Germany, (2013-03-07/08)

Meeting hours:
Day 1: 10:00 – 17:00 (Administrative Matters and Workshop on IoT)
Day 2: 09:00 – 17:00 (SWG on IoT meeting)
Day 2: 09:00 – 17:00 (SWG on IoT meeting)

1 Opening of the meeting (10:00h local time, Berlin)
   DOCUMENT: SWG5_N0003

2 Roll call of Participants

3 Adoption of Agenda
   DOCUMENT: SWG5_N0004

4 Review of Terms of Reference
   DOCUMENT: SWG5_N0001

5 Workshop on IoT
   5.1 Concept, Vision and Deployment Status of NB on IoT
       DOCUMENT: TBD (*Contributions are invited*)
   5.2 Activities of IoT-related Standardization of JTC 1/SCs, ISO TCs, IEC TCs, ITU-T and other SDOs
       DOCUMENT: TBD (*Contributions are invited*)

(End of day one)

6 Discussion on works of SWG on IoT
   6.1 Standardization gaps for IoT
       DOCUMENT: TBD (*Contributions are invited*)
   6.2 Cooperation issues across JTC 1 entities
       DOCUMENT: TBD (*Contributions are invited*)
   6.3 Cooperation issues of JTC 1 IoT activities with IEC, ISO, ITU and other SDOs
       DOCUMENT: TBD (*Contributions are invited*)
7 Schedule of future meeting

8 Any other Business

9 Review /Approval of possible Action Items and Recommendations

10 Closure of meeting (not later than 17:00 p.m. on 08 March 2012)